Passive Stereoscopic Panomorph System
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Abstract
In the last decade, wide-angle stereoscopic systems using fisheye lenses have been proposed but the compromise made
to obtain a large field of view is low resolution and high distortion resulting in imprecise depth estimation of objects in a
3D scene. High and non-uniform distortion, especially in the azimuthal direction, is often considered as a weakness of
panoramic lenses because it is sometimes difficult to compensate for by image processing.
The aim of this paper is to present an alternative to existing stereoscopic panoramic systems by taking advantage of nonuniform distortion and anamorphosis in Panomorph lenses. There are many challenges related to this project such as the
calibration of the system and the creation of a 3D depth estimation algorithm that suits the resolution of the different
areas in the images.
This paper presents different configurations of two Panomorph lenses within a stereoscopic device and a study of
specific parameters to highlight their impact on the quality of 3D reconstruction of an object in a scene. Finally, an
overview of future work is presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For many applications in the field of imaging, it is advisable to have a wide-field of view. In the last
decade, various panoramic lenses and devices had been developed to answer that need. Foveated
devices, built to mimic the human eye, usually exhibit a region of enhanced magnification around
the optical axis, called the fovea, and a full field of view of about 155°. They can be created by using
only information from some pixels of the sensor [1] or by using a SLM to correct aberrations of the
wavefront locally [2]. Fovea can also be introduced within the design process of the lens or two
lenses can be used in each foveated device, one with a large field of view and one with a small one,
like in the Cog Project [3] and the humanoid head Karlsruhe [4]. Traditional fisheye lenses are
another example of the commonly available panoramic lens. They have a field of view of 180° or
more and uniform magnification over the entire field of view.
Having a wide field of view is also an interesting feature for stereoscopic systems for 3D
reconstruction of objects in a scene. This goal can be achieved by various techniques, like the use of
many traditional cameras [5] or of a traditional camera looking at two concentric mirrors with
different curvatures [6]. We are focusing here on stereoscopic systems that use only two panoramic
lenses because the growing number of panoramic lenses available on the market has led the
designers to include them in their systems. Foveated stereoscopic systems show an area of enhanced
magnification where the optical axis of both lenses meet but this reduces the common and total field
of view of the system. Fisheye lenses are also widely used in stereoscopic systems [7] [8]. Their
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uniform magnification over the field of view is looked at as an advantage because it is easy to
manage during the calibration process. For fisheye lenses, the angular position θ of an object and the
height H of its image are linked by the focal length f as expressed at equation (1).

H = fθ

(1)

Like other panoramic lenses, both foveated and fisheye lenses show high barrel distortion which is
most of the time eliminated when used in stereoscopic systems. However, distortion can be
controlled and planned during the design of the lens or device in order to take advantage of that
phenomenon.
1.1 Panomorph lenses

Panomorph lenses are anamorphic panoramic lenses with controlled distortion. From this moment
on, the expression Panomorph lens will refer to the Panomorph lens IMV1-1/3 from Immervision
(also, Fujinon YF360A-2/SA2).
The Panomorph lens show a full field of view of 182° and an anamorphic ratio of 4:3 created by
cylindrical elements in the design in order to use the maximum area of the rectangular light sensor.
The focal length is 1.15 mm on the long axis and 0.9 mm on the short axis. A Panomorph lens also
shows highly non-uniform magnification over the field of view with enhanced magnification areas
located around ±60°. Therefore, the angular position θ of an object and the height H of its image are
linked by the local focal length f(θ):

H = f (θ ) θ

(2)

Fig. 1 shows theoretical local focal length (LFL) profiles for the short and the long axis of a
Panomorph lens. Results were obtained with Zemax.
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Fig. 1 Theoretical local focal length of a Panomorph lens focused at infinity on the long and short axis. Theoretical
data was obtained with Zemax.
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2. CONFIGURATIIONS
ned in sectio
on 1.1, Pano
omorph lensees show enhaanced magnnification areeas around ±
±60°. In
As mention
a stereosco
opic Panomo
orph system, this featuree allows thee angle 2α bbetween the optical axess of the
lenses to be
b varied, as
a opposed to foveated
d stereoscoppic devices, where the optical axees must
converge towards a region of interest,
i
or to fisheye lenses thatt just do nnot have ennhanced
magnificattion areas. In
n a stereosco
opic Panomo
orph system, an object w
will most likeely not be seeen with
the same magnification
m
n by both caameras. Thee accuracy oof the 3D recconstructionn of that objeect will
rely on the weakest eleement, namely the camerra that will sshow the smaallest magniification.
Suppose a stereoscopicc Panomorph
h system loo
oking at an oobject plane ccontaining thhe two opticcal axes
and the lon
ng axis of each
e
lens. As
A a rule, thee angle α is positive if the optical axes converrge and
negative iff they diverg
ge. The systeem looks at an
a object at each positioon in the objeect plane described
above. As mentioned previously,
p
the
t object will
w have a ddifferent sizee on the senssor of each camera
due to its distance
d
from
m the system
m and to the variation off the magnifi
fication alongg the field oof view.
Fig. 2 show
ws the minim
mum image size of an object
o
of a leength of 10 mm for a sttereoscopic system
made of tw
wo fisheye leenses and thrree different configuratioons of a Panoomorph sterreoscopic sysstem.
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Fig. 2 Minimum sizze of the image of
o an object of 10
0 mm as seen byy a stereoscopic ssystem made of (a) two fisheye
lenses, (b) two Pano
omorph lenses (α
α=0), (c) two Pan
nomorph lenses with convergennt optical axes (α
α=+15°) and (d)
two
t Panomorph lenses with diveergent optical ax
xes (α=-25°). Thhe baseline of alll systems is 100 mm. (Color
version
n available onlinne)
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As shown in Fig. 2, th
he minimum image size of an objectt of a length of 10 mm aas seen by diifferent
h stereoscop
pic systems is
i larger than
n the same oobject seen bby a stereosccopic system
m using
Panomorph
fisheye len
nses for alm
most every position off the comm
mon full fieeld of view. This show
ws that
Panomorph
h lenses are a very interresting choicce in the dessign of a steereoscopic syystem comppared to
fisheye len
nses.

3.
3 SPECIFIIC PARAM
METERS AN
ND THEIR IMPACT O
ON CALIBR
RATION
Calibration
n is a criticall step in the 3D reconstrruction of obbjects in a sccene. Most oof the time, tthe key
to a good calibration
c
of
o a panoram
mic camera is
i an accuratte descriptioon of the disstortion in thhe lens.
Many radiaal distortion models had
d been developed to be iincluded in eexisting calibbration techhniques.
It has alreaady been esttablished thaat traditional calibration processes using the pinhhole cameraa model
are not well
w
suited for
f panoram
mic lenses, even
e
when distortion m
models are included. A more
adequate calibration
c
teechnique that uses spheerical projecction and anngular objeccts coordinaates has
been recen
ntly presented by Kannalla and Brand
dt [9]. Unforrtunately, thhis techniquee does not taake into
account tw
wo critical paarameters: th
he entrance pupil
p
shift annd the magniification as a function off depth.
3.1 Entrancce pupil shift

Entrance pupil
p
shift iss a phenomeenon that haas been studdied for a loong time for the fisheyee lenses
[10]. Fig. 3 shows thee behavior of
o the entran
nce pupil off a Panomorrph lens forr each objecct angle
between 0°° and 90°.

-

Fig. 3 En
ntrance pupil possition of a Panom
morph lens for eaach integer fieldd between 0° andd 90°

nce pupil und
dergoes an important sh
hift as seen aat Fig. 3. Forr example, aat 85°, the enntrance
The entran
pupil preseents a shift in the y diirection of 14.4 mm. T
This importaant shift is incompatiblle with
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existing calibration techniques, using the pinhole camera model or spherical projection that uses a
single on-axis view point. This behavior leads to an error in the image plane caused by the single
view point approximation. Fig. 4 shows this error in microns that depend on the entrance pupil shift
and the local focal length profile.
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Fig. 4 Error on the image plane caused by the single view point approximation for the long axis of a Panomorph
lens. This error depends on the entrance pupil shift and the local focal length profile of the lens.

3.2 Finite conjunction and magnification

The behavior of the local focal length for a Panomorph lens has already been looked at in section
1.1. But, to our best knowledge, no attention has been given to the behavior of the local focal length
and the magnification in finite conjunction. We use a characterization set up to measure the
experimental local focal length profiles shown in Fig. 5 for infinite conjunction (r=∞) and finite
conjunction (r=4.1 cm) on the long axis of a Panomorph lens.
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Fig. 5 Experimental local focal length profile on the long axis of a Panomorph lens and infinite and finite
conjunction
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By definition, we know that the focal length and the local focal length do not vary with object
distance. It is then possible to calculate the magnification M over the field of view for an object
distance of 4.1 cm.
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Fig. 6 Experimental absolute value of the magnification on the long axis of a Panomorph lens for an object
distance of 4.1 cm

Even if the focal length of panoramic lenses is very short compared to more traditional lenses, there
is for sure a critical object distance where infinite conjunction is not a suitable approximation and
magnification should be considered.

4. FUTURE WORK
The calibration of a Panomorph stereoscopic system is a real challenge since it determines the
accuracy of the 3D reconstruction of objects in a scene. An adequate calibration technique should
include the influence of the entrance pupil shift as a variation of the extrinsic parameters with the
position of the object. Looked to as a great advantage in a Panomorph stereoscopic system,
distortion should not be eliminated but used to obtain more information in some regions of interest
in the scene. It is then extremely important to preserve all the information contained in the enhanced
magnification areas during the calibration process. Since Panomorph lenses exhibit high
anamorphosis, the revolution symmetry in the image is not only broken by the manufacturing
process but by the design of the lens itself. Managing azimuthal distortion with small corrections is
not a suitable strategy for this specific type of lens. After all parameters are taken into account and
the calibration process of the Panomorph stereoscopic system is completed, projection in the object
space will be possible by traditional techniques. Since the magnification undergoes important
variations along the field of view, the accuracy of the 3D depth estimation of objects in a scene will
also vary with the position of an object. If this object is big enough, the accuracy will vary within the
object itself and accuracy estimation as a function of the field of view will be essential.
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